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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Current hardware and application storage trends put immense
pressure on the operating system’s storage subsystem. On the
hardware side, the market for storage devices has diversified
to a multi-layer storage topology spanning multiple orders of
magnitude in cost and performance. Above the file system,
applications increasingly need to process small, random IO on
vast data sets with low latency, high throughput, and simple
crash consistency. File systems designed for a single storage
layer cannot support all of these demands together.
We present Strata, a cross-media file system that leverages
the strengths of one storage media to compensate for weaknesses of another. In doing so, Strata provides performance,
capacity, and a simple, synchronous IO model all at once,
while having a simpler design than that of file systems constrained by a single storage device. At its heart, Strata uses a
log-structured approach with a novel split of responsibilities
among user mode, kernel, and storage layers that separates
the concerns of scalable, high-performance persistence from
storage layer management. We quantify the performance benefits of Strata using a 3-layer storage hierarchy of emulated
NVM, a flash-based SSD, and a high-density HDD. Strata has
20-30% better latency and throughput, across several unmodified applications, compared to file systems purpose-built for
each layer, while providing synchronous and unified access
to the entire storage hierarchy. Finally, Strata achieves up
to 2.8× better throughput than a block-based 2-layer cache
provided by Linux’s logical volume manager.

File system, Non-volatile memory, Multi-layer storage
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1

INTRODUCTION

File systems are being stressed from below and from above.
Below the file system, the market for storage devices has
fragmented based on a tradeoff between performance and
capacity, so that many systems are configured with local solidstate drives (SSD) and conventional hard disk drives (HDD).
Non-volatile RAM (NVM) will soon add another device with
a third distinct regime of capacity and performance.
Above the file system, modern applications demand performance and functionality far outside the traditional file
system comfort zone, e.g., common case kernel bypass [41],
small scattered updates to enormous datasets [12, 23], and
programmer-friendly, efficient crash consistency [42]. It no
longer makes sense to engineer file systems on the assumption
that each file system is tied to a single type of physical device,
that file operations are inherently asynchronous, or that the
kernel must intermediate every metadata operation.
To address these issues, we propose Strata, an integrated
file system across different storage media. To better leverage
the hardware properties of multi-layer storage Strata has a
novel split of user and kernel space responsibilities, storing
updates to a user-level log in fast NVM, while asynchronously
managing longer-term storage in the kernel. In so doing, Strata
challenges some longstanding file system design ideas, while
simplifying others. For example, Strata has no system-wide
file block size and no individual layer implements a standalone file system. Although aspects of our design can be
found in NVM [1, 25, 50, 52] and SSD [31, 32]-specific file
systems, we are the first to design, build, and evaluate a file
system that spans NVM, SSD, and HDD layers.
Closest to the application, Strata’s user library synchronously
logs process-private updates in NVM while reading from
shared, read-optimized, kernel-maintained data and metadata.
In the common case, the log holds updates to both user data
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and file system metadata, ensuring correct file system behavior during concurrent access, even across failures. Client code
uses the POSIX API, but Strata’s synchronous updates obviate
the need for any sync-related system calls and their attendant bugs [42]. Fast persistence and simple crash consistency
are a perfect match for modern RPC-based systems that must
persist data before responding to a network request [4, 12].
Strata tailors the format and management of data to improve the semantics and performance of the file system as
data moves through Strata’s layers. For example, operation
logs are an efficient format for file system updates, but they
are not efficient for reads. To reflect the centrality of data
movement and reorganization in Strata, we coin the term digest for the process by which Strata reads file system data and
metadata at one layer and optimizes the representation written
to its next (typically slower and larger) layer. Digestion is periodic and asynchronous. Digestion allows a multitude of optimizations: it coalesces temporary durable writes (overwritten
data or temporary files, e.g., due to complex application-level
commit protocols [42]), it reorganizes and compacts data for
efficient lookup, and it batches data into the large sequential
operations needed for efficient writes to firmware-managed
SSD and HDD.
Strata’s first digest happens between a process-local log
and the system-shared area, both stored in NVM. For example,
a thread can create a file and a different thread can perform
several small, sequential writes to it. The file create and the
file data are logged in NVM. Each operation completes synchronously and in order. On a system crash, Strata recovers
the latest version of the newly created file and its contents
from the log. Eventually, Strata digests the log into an extent
tree (optimized for reads) requiring physical-level file system work like block allocation for the new file. It will also
merge the writes, eliminating any redundancy and creating
larger data blocks. Strata resembles a log-structured merge
(LSM) tree with a separate log at each layer, but a Strata digest
changes the format and the invariants of its data much more
than an LSM tree compaction. Strata minimizes re-writing
overhead (§5.1) and increases performance significantly in
cases where digestion can reduce the amount of work for the
lower layer (e.g., a mail server can avoid copying 86% of its
log §5.2). Strata currently also has limitations. For example,
Strata reduces mean time to data loss (MTTDL) by assuming that all of its storage devices are reliable. It is optimized
for applications requiring fast persistence for mostly nonconcurrently shared data. Concurrent shared access requires
kernel mediation. For more limitations see §4.1.
We implemented our Strata prototype within Linux. The
Strata user-level library integrates seamlessly with glibc to
provide unmodified applications compatibility with the familiar POSIX file IO interface. Our prototype is able to execute
a wide range of applications, successfully completing all 201
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unit tests of the LevelDB key-value store test suite, as well
as all tests in the Filebench package. Microbenchmarks on
real and emulated hardware show that, for small (≤ 16 KB)
IO sizes, Strata achieves up to 33% better write tail-latency
and up to 7.8× better write throughput relative to the best
performing alternative purpose-built NVM, SSD, and HDD
file systems. Strata achieves 26% higher throughput than
NOVA [52] on a mailserver workload in NVM, up to 27%
lower latency than PMFS [25] on LevelDB, and up to 22%
higher SET throughput than NOVA on Redis, while providing
synchronous and unified access to the entire storage hierarchy.
Finally, Strata achieves up to 2.8× better throughput than a
block-based two-layer cache provided by Linux’s logical volume manager. These performance wins are achieved without
changing applications.
Starting with a discussion of the technical background (§2)
for Strata’s design, we then discuss its contributions.
• We present the Strata architecture (§3). We show how
maintaining a user-level operation log in NVM and asynchronously digesting data among storage layers in the kernel leads to fast writes with efficient synchronous behavior,
while optimizing for device characteristics and providing a
unified interface to the entire underlying storage hierarchy.
• We implement a prototype of Strata on top of Linux that
uses emulated NVM and commercially available SSDs and
HDDs on a commodity server machine (§4).
• We quantify the performance and isolation benefits of providing a unified file system that manages all layers of the
modern storage hierarchy simultaneously (§5).

2

BACKGROUND

We review current and near-future storage devices and discuss
how Strata addresses this diversified market. We then discuss
the demands of modern applications on the file system and
how current alternatives fall short.

2.1

Hardware storage trends

Diversification. Storage technology is evolving from a single viable technology (that of the hard disk drive) into a
diversified set of offerings that each fill a niche in the design
tradeoff of cost, performance, and capacity. Three storage
technologies stand out as stable contenders in the near-future:
Non-volatile memory (NVM), solid state drives (SSDs), and
high-density hard disk drives (HDDs). While HDDs and SSDs
are already a commodity today, NVM is expected to be added
in the future (Intel’s 3D XPoint memory technology was released in March 2017, initially to accelerate SSDs [7, 11]).
Table 1 shows each technology and its expected long-term
place in the design space. Latencies are from specifications
while sequential read/write bandwidth for 4KB IO sizes are
measured (see §5 for details). Prices are derived from the
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Memory Latency Seq. R/W GB/s $/GB
DRAM
100 ns
62.8
8.6
NVM
300 ns
7.8
4.0
SSD
10 µs
2.2 / 0.9 0.25
HDD
10 ms
0.1 0.02
Table 1: Memory technology latency, bandwidth, and
$/GB as of April 2017. NVM numbers are projected (§5).
lowest device prices found via a Google Shopping search in
April 2017. The NVM price is derived from the current price
of Intel’s 3D XPoint-based Optane SSD DC P4800X. NVM
performance is based on a study [54]. Each storage technology
offers a unique tradeoff of latency, throughput, and cost, with
at least an order of magnitude difference relative to other
technologies. This diversity suggests that future systems are
likely to require several coexisting storage technologies.
Device management overhead. The physical characteristics of modern storage devices often prevent efficient update
in place, even at a block level. SSDs have long needed a
multi-block erasure before a physical block can be re-written;
typical erasure region size has grown larger over time as
vendors optimize for storage density and add lanes for high
throughput. Although HDDs traditionally allowed efficient
sector overwrites at the cost of a disk head seek, recently
disks optimized for storage efficiency have adopted a shingle
write pattern, similar to SSDs in that an entire region of disk
sectors must be re-written to update any single sector.
To support legacy file systems, SSD and HDD device
firmware maintains a persistent virtual to physical block translation; blocks are written sequentially at the physical level
regardless of the virtual block write pattern. Depending on
the write pattern, this can carry a high cost, where blocks are
repeatedly moved and re-written to create empty regions for
sequential writes on both SSDs and HDDs. On SSDs, this
write amplification wears out the device more rapidly.
Even using a large block size is not enough to avoid the
overhead when the disk is in steady-state. For example, using
the Tang et al. methodology [46] on our testbed SSD (§5
for details), we observe a throughput slow-down of 12.2×
in steady-state for 8 MiB blocks written randomly to a full
disk. Similarly, write latency is inflated by a factor of 2.8× for
4 KiB random updates in steady state, and 10× for 128 KiB updates. When writing sequentially within erasure block boundaries, performance does not decline. Write amplification can
also negatively affect IO tail latency and throughput isolation
among applications, as the overhead is observed due to past
use of the device, making it difficult to account performance
costs to the originating application.
We leverage the multi-layer nature of Strata to achieve
the full performance of the SSD and HDD layers, despite
firmware management. Migration of blocks from NVM to
SSD are made in full erasure block chunks (512 MiB on our
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testbed SSD); this is only possible because Strata coalesces
data as it moves between persistent layers, with frequently
updated data filtered by the NVM layer.

2.2

Application demands on the file system

Many modern applications need crash consistency for their
files. The performance cost and complexity to achieve userlevel crash consistency for files has grown over the past
decade, with no relief in sight. Often, files are merely named
address spaces that contain many internal objects with frequent, crash-consistent updates. Small, random writes are
common on both desktop machines [26] and in the cloud
through the use of key-value stores, data base backends,
such as SQLite [15] and LevelDB [23], revision management systems, and distributed configuration software, such
as Zookeeper [4]. On many file systems, efficient crash consistency for these applications is difficult and slow so many
applications sacrifice correctness for performance [42].
Strata provides in-order file system semantics (including
writes). This matches developer intuition [38] and simplifies
crash recovery, but is usually considered too slow to be a
practical goal for a file system. Given NVM devices, such
semantics are now possible to provide efficiently [52].

2.3

Current alternatives are insufficient

Existing file systems specialize to a storage technology.
Existing file systems make tradeoffs that are appropriate
for a specific type of storage device; no single file system
is appropriate across different storage media. For example,
NOVA [52] and PMFS [25] require byte-addressability, limiting them to NVM; F2FS [32] uses multi-head logging and
a buffer cache that are unnecessary on NVM. Strata is built
to leverage the strengths of each storage device and compensate for weaknesses. By contrast, layering independent file
systems on different media unnecessarily duplicates mechanisms, such as block and inode allocation, and lacks expressive inter-layer APIs. For example, block usage frequency
and fragmentation information are not easily relayed across
independent file systems (§5.3).
File system write amplification. As shown in §5, many
file systems pad updates to a uniform block size (e.g., setting
a bit in an in-use block bitmap will write an entire block),
and file systems often require metadata writes to complete
an update (e.g., a data write can update the file size in the
inode). As with device-level write amplification, file system
write amplification is often a major factor for application performance, especially for NVM devices that support efficient
small writes. Using an operation log at the NVM layer that is
later digested into block updates, Strata is able to efficiently
aggregate repeated data and metadata updates, significantly
lowering file system write amplification.
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Block stores are not the only answer. Strata provides a
file system rather than a block store interface to applications
because of the file system’s strong combination of backward
compatibility, performance and functionality. The file system
name space is a powerful persistent data structure with well
understood properties (and limitations); its storage costs are
moderate in time and space across a wide variety of access
patterns; and it is used to share data by millions of applications and system tools. Multi-layer cloud-persistent block
stores [3] face many of the same issues as Strata in managing
migration of data across multiple devices, and can be appropriate for standalone applications that do their own block-level
operations. We focus our design and evaluation on the unique
opportunities provided by having a semantically rich view of
application file system behavior.

3

STRATA DESIGN

The goal of Strata is to design a new file system that manages data across different storage devices, combining their
strengths and compensating for their weaknesses. In particular, we have the following design goals for Strata.
• Fast writes. Strata must support fast, random, and small
writes. An important motivation for fast small writes is supporting networked server applications which must persist
data before issuing a reply. These applications form the
backbone of modern cloud applications.
• Efficient synchronous behavior. Today’s file systems create a usability and performance problem by guaranteeing
persistence only in response to explicit programmer action
(e.g., sync, fsync, fdatasync). File systems use a
variety of complicated mechanisms (e.g., delayed allocation) to provide performance under the assumption of slow
device persistence. Strata supports a superior, programmerfriendly model where file system operations persist in order,
including synchronous writes, without sacrificing performance.
• Manage write amplification. Write amplification at the
device and file system level have a first-order effect on
performance, wear, and QoS. Examples include metadata
updates for EXT4 and PMFS or copies introduced by the
flash translation layer in SSDs [46]. Managing write amplification allows us to minimize its effect on performance
and QoS. Managing write amplification is simpler once it
is decoupled from the write fast-path.
• High concurrency. Strata supports concurrent logging from
multiple threads in a single process using atomic operations.
Logs from multiple processes can be digested in parallel
within the kernel because logs are guaranteed to be independent (see §3.4).
• Unified interface. We provide a unified file system interface to all devices in the entire underlying storage hierarchy.
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Concept
Update log
Shared area
File data
cache
Update log
pointers
Strata transaction
Digest
Lease

Explanation
A per-process record of file system updates.
Holds file system data in NVM, SSD, and HDD.
Read-only for user code, written by the kernel.
Read-only cache; caching data from SSD or HDD.
An index into the update log; mapping file offsets to
log blocks.
A unit of durability; used for file system changes
made by a system call.
Apply changes from an update log to the shared area.
Synchronizes updates to files and directories.

Table 2: Major concepts in Strata.
Strata is backward compatible with existing POSIX applications but easily customizable since the API is provided
entirely in a user-level library [41, 50].
Strata’s basic architecture resembles a log-structured merge
(LSM) tree [39]. Strata first writes data synchronously to an
operation log (logging) stored in NVM. Logging provides
persistence with low and predictable latency, efficiently represents small updates, serializes operations in order, and supports data consistency, crash recovery and operation atomicity.
Logs are highly desirable for writing, but are cumbersome
to search and read. Thus, logs are periodically digested into
a read-optimized tree format. In Strata, this format is based
on per-file extent trees [35]. Digests happen asynchronously,
and the log is garbage-collected. Table 2 summarizes major
concepts in Strata, and Figure 1 shows a high-level overview
of the Strata design which we now discuss.
Log at user-level, digest in the kernel. To attain fast writes,
Strata separates the responsibilities of logging and digesting
and assigns them to user-level software and the kernel, respectively. We call the user-level portion of Strata LibFS. Using
leases to manage concurrent file accesses (explained in §3.4),
the kernel grants LibFS direct access to a small private space
in NVM for efficient logging of file system updates (the update log). The kernel also gives LibFS direct read-only access
to portions of the shared extent tree space and data blocks (the
shared area). Hardware, configured by the kernel, enforces
access control [41].
The kernel-level file system (KernelFS) is responsible for
digesting. Digesting is done in parallel across multiple threads
for high throughput and runs asynchronously in the background. The update log is deep to allow the digest to batch
log entries, amortizing and aggregating meta-data updates
over an entire sequence of operations. KernelFS checks and
enforces metadata integrity when digesting an application’s
log, such that when a digest completes, the digested data can
become visible to other processes. Upon a crash, the kernel
can recover file system state simply by re-digesting each application’s remaining log. A log replay overwrites data structures
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Process
Application
Application
Global
LibFS
LibFS
Inode cache
LibFS
Read LRU list

Inode

Shared Kernel FS
Global

Per inode

Inode

NVM read/write
LRU list

Search
order

SSD read/write
LRU list

Extent tree
cache

Update log (per process)
Trans.
header

Updates

Commit
record

Trans.
header

Updates

Commit
record

…

Digest

DRAM

NVM

SSD

Inode

…

Extent tree
cache

Inode

Shared area (per storage layer)
Super
block

Strata transaction

Legend

Per inode
Inode cache

File data cache
Update log
pointers

…
Directory cache
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Free
block
bitmap

File & directory blocks,
extent tree nodes

HDD

Figure 1: Strata design. Writes go to the update log. Reads are served from the shared area. File data cache is a read-only
cache, containing data from SSD or HDD.
with their proper contents even if they were partially written
before the crash (log replay is idempotent). The log remains
authoritative until garbage collected after a completed digest.
Since data is updated in a log-structured way, synchronization
of log update and digest are simple. Writers make sure not to
overwrite already allocated log blocks, while only allocated
blocks are digested (and garbage collected). Write and digest
positions are kept in NVM.
Sequential, aligned writes. One benefit of digesting writes
in bulk is that, however they are initially written, file data can
be coalesced and written sequentially to the shared area, minimizing fragmentation and meta-data overhead. Digestion
minimizes device-level write amplification by enabling sequential, aligned writes. Below the NVM layer, all device
writes are sequential and aligned to large block boundaries
chosen to be efficient for the device, such as erasure blocks
for SSDs and write zones for shingled disks. These parameters are determined by Strata for each device [46]. When
data is updated, old versions are not immediately overwritten.
Instead, Strata periodically garbage collects cold blocks to
reclaim free space. Garbage collection consumes entire erasure/shingle block size units so that the device sees only full
block deletes, eliminating collection overhead from the device layer. This process is similar to what would occur within
device firmware but takes into account application data access patterns and multiple layers, segregating frequently from
infrequently accessed data and moving them to appropriate
layers for better device utilization and performance isolation.
Use hardware-assisted protection. To bypass the kernel
safely and efficiently, Strata makes use of the hardware virtualization capabilities available in modern server systems. Strata

specifies access rights for each application to contiguous subsets of each device’s storage space, enforced by hardware. The
MMU trivially supports this feature at memory page granularity for NVM, while NVMe provides it via namespaces
that can be attached to hardware-virtualized SSDs [9]. Strata
moves all latency-sensitive mechanisms of the file system into
a user-level library. HDDs do not require kernel bypass.
We next describe each component of Strata and their interaction. Since Strata breaks the responsibilities of a traditional
file system into LibFS and KernelFS, we organize our description along these lines. We start by describing Strata’s
principal meta-data structures.

3.1

Meta-data Structures

Strata keeps meta-data in superblocks, inodes, and per-layer
bitmaps of free blocks. These data structures are similar to
structures in other file systems and we only briefly describe
them here. Strata caches all recently accessed meta-data structures in DRAM.
Superblock. Strata’s superblock is stored in NVM and describes the layout of each storage layer and the locations of
all per-application logs. It is updated by KernelFS whenever
per-application logs are created or deleted.
Inodes and directories. Inodes store file meta-data, such
as access rights, owner, and creation times. As in EXT4, they
also store a root of each file’s extent tree, though for Strata, an
inode has multiple roots, one for each storage device. When
unfragmented, extent tree nodes point directly to a file’s data
blocks. As the extent tree fragments, nodes point to other
internal tree nodes before pointing to data blocks. Strata stores
inodes ordered by number in a hidden, sparse inode file and
manages it like a normal file: Strata accesses the inode file via
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an extent tree and migrates blocks of the inode file to other
layers. An inode for the inode file is located in the superblock.
Strata directories are similar to EXT4, holding a chained
array of file names and associated inode numbers in their
data blocks. On file reads, LibFS first consults per-inode
update log pointers to find any updates in the log. The log
pointers are invalidated when the local log is digested. We
hash entire directory names [49] to improve our directory
cache hit rate, reducing full directory traversals by up to 60%.
Strata inodes fill 256 bytes. To efficiently protect inodes under
kernel-bypass, inodes with different access permissions have
to be stored on different pages or within different NVMe
namespaces. POSIX specifies that all inodes stored within a
directory have access permissions according to the directory
inode. Thus, Strata organizes inodes of the same directory
together by reserving consecutive inodes in multiples of 16 for
each directory. Unused inodes remain reserved until allocated.
Free block bitmap. Strata has a per-layer persistent bitmap
to indicate which of its blocks are allocated and free. For
high throughput, KernelFS digest threads allocate and free
blocks in large batches. These threads reserve blocks (e.g.,
the size of an erasure block) by adjusting a unit allocation
count in DRAM using compare-and-swap, and then marking
specific blocks as in use in the bitmap. Once the allocation
count reaches the maximum, digesting moves on to a new
erasure/shingle unit. Freed blocks are reset in the bitmap.
Multiple device instances. The Strata prototype supports
only a single storage device at each level, but the design would
generalize to multiple devices at each level, where devices are
logically concatenated. For example, Strata can treat two 8TB
SSDs as a single 16TB SSD. This approach allows Strata to
add capacity, while redundancy is left as future work.

3.2

Library File System (LibFS)

Strata’s library file system (LibFS) provides the applicationlevel mechanism to conduct file IO. Its goal is to provide fast,
crash-consistent, and synchronous read and write IO to the
entire underlying storage hierarchy and a unified API that is
fully compatible with existing POSIX applications and can
be put underneath an application by re-linking with LibFS.
Fast and synchronous persistence. Synchronous persistence provides clear semantics (e.g., ordering guarantees and
crash recovery) to applications [38], but it is not widely used
under the assumption that storage devices are slow. Modern
NVM storage technology allows Strata to provide synchronous IO semantics without sacrificing performance. In fact,
synchronous semantics can accelerate overall IO performance
for NVM. Strata writes data once to NVM and does not copy
it to a DRAM buffer cache. Memory copy latencies are comparable to NVM write costs [22], so eliminating the memory
copy approximately halves write latency.
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Upon an application write request, LibFS writes directly
to a per-application update log in NVM, bypassing the OS
kernel. Favoring the byte-addressable feature in NVM, LibFS
does blind write for small-sized writes (e.g., less than 4 KB).
A small write is written sequentially to the log and turned
into a block write when KernelFS digests it, maximizing IO
throughput and eliminating write amplification. Synchronous
semantics allow Strata to provide zero-copy IO—LibFS performs IO directly between a user’s DRAM buffer and NVM.
Strata does not use a page cache which eliminates cache
lookup and data copy in the write path. However, LibFS does
maintain caches of the locations of logged file updates, as
well as meta-data, such as inodes, file sizes, and modification
times (inode and directory tables in Figure 1).
LibFS organizes the update log as an operation log. The
operation log reduces IO compared to a data log because the
data log usually contain blocks, which are the minimum-sized
addressable units for the file system. For example, when updating a directory, the data log requires three (block) writes:
directory inode, directory block, and log header. The operation log requires only a record indicating the directory change
such as ADD filename, inode number. This information is small enough to fit into the log header, resulting in
a single write for directory changes.
We arrange the log format so that its effects are idempotent;
applying the log multiple times results in the same file system
state. For example, log entries use both the inode and offset
to refer to locations modified in a file or directory. LibFS allocates inode numbers eagerly to simplify logging. It requests
batches of inodes from the kernel, such that inode allocation
does not require a system call in the common case.
Crash consistent logging. LibFS logs changes to all file
system state, including file and directory meta-data. All data
is appended sequentially to the log, naturally capturing the
ordering of file system changes. Logging also provides crash
consistent updates efficiently. As shown in Figure 1, when
an application creates a file and then writes data to the file,
LibFS first logs a file creation record (with file length of 0)
followed by the data write record in causal order.
LibFS has a unit of durability, called Strata transaction.
Strata transactions provide ACID semantics up to an application’s update log size, allowing Strata to atomically persist
multiblock write operations up to the size of the log. To do
so, LibFS wraps each POSIX system call in a Strata transaction. However, single system calls with more data than the
per-application log size (on the order of GBs) cannot be persisted atomically and are instead broken into multiple, smaller
Strata transactions. Many applications desire ordered, atomic
multiblock writes and can benefit from these semantics [42].
Each Strata transaction consists of a number of log entries:
a header, the relevant updates to file (meta-)data, followed
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by a commit record. The commit record contains a unique
and monotonically increasing Strata transaction number and
a checksum of the header contents. When a Strata transaction
commits, LibFS ensures atomicity and isolation by atomically
allocating log space using a compare-and-swap operation and
by first writing the header and data, waiting for persistence,
and then persisting the commit record. Log headers contain a
pointer to the next log header so the log can be easily replayed.
Digest and garbage collection. The log is a limited resource and needs to be periodically digested into the shared
area and garbage collected. Once the log fills beyond a threshold (30% in our prototype), LibFS makes a digest request to
KernelFS. KernelFS digests the log asynchronously in the
background and replies to LibFS once the digest request is
complete. After completion, LibFS can safely reclaim log
entries (also in the background) by resetting each log header’s
valid bit. Strata data structures allow the user to add records
to a log that the kernel is concurrently digesting.
If an application completely fills its log, LibFS must wait
for an in-progress digest to complete before it can reclaim
log space and restart file system activity. Log garbage collection involves trimming log headers (a device-level trim
operation zeroes the trimmed data blocks) and invalidating
the corresponding entries in the data cache. LibFS garbage
collects using a background thread. The application can continue to append log blocks during garbage collection. The
log’s idempotency ensures crash consistency. If the system
crashes during a digest, the log is re-digested on recovery,
resulting in the same file system state as a successful digestion
without a crash.
Fast reads. LibFS caches data and meta-data in DRAM.
However, data is only cached when read from SSD or HDD.
NVM does not require caching. The file data cache is managed in 4 KB block units and evicted to the update log in an
LRU manner. Meta-data such as file access time and file data
locations (in the log and in the shared area) are cached in the
inode cache indexed by inode number. LibFS also records
update addresses in the log using the update log pointers and
it caches extent tree nodes. To optimize performance of sequential reads from SSD or HDD, LibFS uses a read-ahead
buffer in DRAM of 256 KB.
To resolve a file location with the most up-to-date data,
LibFS searches the file data cache, the update log, and then
the (cached) extent trees from highest (NVM) storage layer
to lowest (HDD), as shown in Figure 1. If the file data is
not found in the data cache, but in the update log pointers,
then the latest data is read from the log and (depending on
the read size) possibly merged with blocks from the shared
area. In that case, both log data and shared blocks are fetched
and merged before returning data to the read request. If a
lookup misses in the extent tree cache for a layer, then Strata
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traverses the extent tree stored in that layer’s shared area and
updates the cache, before advancing to the next layer. Extent
trees in multiple layers can be present for a file if subsets
of its data blocks have been migrated. Extent trees indicate
which of a file’s data blocks are present at the tree’s layer.
Strata’s layered data storage is not inclusive and a data block
can be simultaneously present in any subset of layers. Strata’s
migration algorithm ensures that higher layers have the most
up-to-date block and thus, higher layers take precedence over
lower layers.

3.3

Kernel File System (KernelFS)

Strata’s kernel file system (KernelFS) is responsible for managing shared data that can be globally visible in the system
and may reside in any layer of the storage hierarchy. To do
so, it digests application logs and converts them into perfile extent trees. Digestion happens asynchronously in the
background, allowing KernelFS to batch Strata transactions
and to periodically garbage collect and optimize physical
layout. LibFS provides least-recently-used (LRU) information to KernelFS to inform its migration policy among layers
of the storage hierarchy. KernelFS also arbitrates user-level
concurrent file access via leases (§3.4).
Digest. When the log size grows beyond a threshold, LibFS
makes a digest request to KernelFS. Digest latencies have an
impact on applications’ IO latencies as the log becomes full.
To reduce the digest latencies, KernelFS employs a number of
optimizations. KernelFS digests large batches of operations
from the log, coalescing adjacent writes, as well as identifying and eliminating redundant operations. KernelFS begins
digestion by first scanning the submitted log and then computing which operations can be eliminated and which can be
coalesced. For example, if KernelFS detects an inode creation
followed by deletion of the inode, it skips log entries related
to the inode.
These optimizations reduce digest overhead by eliminating work, batching updates to extent trees, and reducing the
number of tree lookups. Coalescing writes increases the average size of write operations, minimizing fragmentation and
thus extent tree depth. Optimizing the digest reduces bandwidth contention for the storage device between KernelFS
and LibFS, as well as write amplification. Experiments with
the Filebench [47] benchmark show that optimizations reduce
digest latency up to 80%, improving application throughput
by up to 15%. Scanning the log before digesting allows KernelFS to determine which new data and metadata blocks are
required and to allocate them in large, sequential batches.
Log scanning also allows KernelFS to determine if two logs
contain disjoint updates and thus can be digested in parallel.
For all data updates, Strata writes new data blocks before
deleting old blocks. Even metadata structures like extent trees
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are completely written before the updates are committed when
the inode’s root pointer is updated.
Data access pattern interface. To take advantage of the
entire storage hierarchy, KernelFS transparently migrates data
among different storage layers, keeping least recently used
blocks in better performing layers. In order to migrate data efficiently, KernelFS requires LRU information for each block.
Because reads bypass the kernel, LibFS must collect access
information on reads and communicate the information to
KernelFS via a kernel interface. LRU information is not persisted and only maintained in DRAM, which conserves NVM
log space. Writes are observed by the kernel when digesting update logs, so there is no need for LibFS to provide
additional metadata about writes.
The KernelFS maintains LRU lists for each storage layer
except for the last one. An LRU list is a sequence of arbitrary
length, of logical 4KB block numbers. LibFS can submit
access information as frequently as it wishes via a system
call. KernelFS transforms the LibFS-provided LRU lists into
coarser-grained lists for storage layers that have larger block
sizes (e.g., 1MB blocks for NVM and 4MB for SSD).
KernelFS does not trust the LRU information provided by a
LibFS and enforces that blocks specified as recently used are
actually accessible by the process. Applications can misuse
the interface to get the kernel to place more blocks in NVM,
but this is equivalent to current systems where an application
can read data to get the kernel to place it in the DRAM page
cache. Resource allocation interfaces like Linux’s memory
cgroups [2] would further limit the impact of API misuse,
though integrating with cgroups is left as future work.
Data migration. To take advantage of the storage hierarchy’s capacity, the kernel transparently migrates data among
different storage layers in the background. To benefit from
concurrency and to avoid latency spikes due to blocking on
migration, Strata migrates data before a layer becomes full
(at 95% utilization in our prototype). Migration is conducted
in a block-aligned, log-structured way, similar to digestion.
To make migrations efficient and at the same time reduce
fragmentation, Strata moves SSD data in units of flash erasure blocks (order of hundreds of megabytes) and HDD data
in shingles (order of gigabytes). After migrating a unit, the
whole unit is trimmed (via the device TRIM command) to
make a large, unfragmented storage area available. When
migrating data, KernelFS tries to place hot data in higher layers of the storage hierarchy, while migrating cold data down
to slower layers. To maintain a log-structured write pattern,
KernelFS always reserves at least one migration unit on each
layer and writes blocks retained in that layer to the reserved
migration unit sequentially.
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3.4

Sharing (leases)

Strata supports POSIX file sharing semantics, while optimizing application access to files and directories that are not
concurrently shared. KernelFS supports leases on files and
sections of the file system namespace. Leases have low execution time overhead for coarse-granularity sequential sharing
of file data. We expect that processes that require fine-grained
data sharing will use shared memory or pipes—avoiding the
file system altogether due to its generally higher overhead.
Similar to their function in distributed file systems [27],
leases allow a LibFS exclusive write or shared read access to a
specific file or to a region of the file system namespace rooted
at a certain directory. For example, a LibFS can lease one or
more directories and then create nested files and directories.
Multiple LibFS may hold read leases, while only one write
lease may exist.
Write leases are strict, they function like an exclusive lock.
As long as a write lease is held, a thread in a process may
write to the leased namespace (or file) without kernel mediation, while operations from other processes are serialized
before or after the lease period. Threads within the same process see each others’ updates as soon as operations complete,
using fine-grained inode locks to synchronize file system updates. Leases are independent from file system access control
checks, which occur when a file or directory is opened.
A process that holds a write lease is notified via an upcall
(via a UNIX socket in our prototype) if another process also
wants the write lease. Upon revocation of a write lease, applications can insist on the write-back of new data (via a log
digest) to the kernel’s shared file system area (e.g., to NVM).
Waiting for a digest operation will increase the latency of revoking the lease. Leases are also revoked when an application
is unresponsive and the lease times out. Because user-level
operations are transactional, Strata can abort any in-progress
file system operation upon revocation of a lease if necessary.
LibFS caches are invalidated upon loss of a lease.
Programs may acquire leases using explicit system calls,
which allows user-level control, but is not POSIX compatible.
Our prototype lazily acquires an exclusive (shared) lease on
the first write (read) to any file or directory (unless the process
already has a lease). This policy works for our benchmarks,
but other policies are possible. Bad policy choices lead to poor
performance, but do not compromise correct sharing semantics because Strata can always fall back to kernel mediation
for all file system operations. If a file is opened read/write by
multiple processes, the kernel eliminates logging.
To show the worst-case performance overhead of sharing
through the file system, we measured update throughput of
two processes using a lock file to coordinate small (4KB)
updates to a shared data file. In one iteration, a process tries
to create the lock file. Once creation succeeds, the winning
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process writes a 4KB block to the data file, then it unlinks the
lock file. Note that neither file is ever synced. To guarantee
strict ordering and synchronous persistence, LibFS must first
acquire a lease in order to create the lock file and relinquish
the lease and perform a digest after the lock file is unlinked.
Strata achieves a throughput of 10,400 updates/s, 4.3× slower
than EXT4-DAX and 1.7× slower than NOVA. EXT4-DAX
can perform metadata updates in the buffer cache, but unlike
Strata and NOVA, it lacks synchronous, ordered file semantics.
Both NOVA and EXT4-DAX only write shared data once,
while Strata must write it again during digestion to make the
data globally visible. We thus view logging in Strata as an
optimization to accelerate infrequently shared data. However,
in situations with less strict ordering and atomicity guarantees,
logging could be used even when sharing frequently.

3.5

Protection and performance isolation

Protection with kernel bypass. Strata supports POSIX file
access control, enforced by MMU and NVMe namespaces.
The MMU provides protection for kernel-bypass LibFS operations and Strata aligns each per-file extent tree on a page
boundary (and pads the page) to facilitate MMU protection.
The kernel maps all data and meta-data pages of the accessed
file read-only into the caller’s virtual address space. Extent
tree nodes refer to blocks using logical block numbers. An
entire device can be mapped contiguously, making the mapping from logical block number to address a simple addition
of the base address. However, more parsimonious mappings
are possible along with a table to track the mapping between
address and logical block number.
For SSD-resident data, Strata uses NVMe namespaces for
protected access to file data. File extent trees must be aligned
on a NVMe sector (512 bytes or 4KB, depending on how
the device is formatted). Upon opening a file on the SSD,
the kernel creates a read-only NVMe namespace for the file
if the namespace doesn’t already exist and attaches it to the
application’s NVMe virtual function. The NVMe standard
supports up to 232 namespaces, which limits the total number
of open files on the SSD to this number. If an SSD does
not support virtual functions, namespace management, or a
sufficient number of namespaces, this functionality can be
efficiently emulated in software, with an overhead of up to 3
µs per system call [41]. HDD access is kernel mediated.

Performance isolation. Write amplification has an effect
on IO performance isolation by inflating device bandwidth
utilization. When device firmware amplifies writes it can
throw off the operating system’s management algorithms.
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Firmware-managed devices often have unpredictable and severe write amplification from wear leveling and garbage collection [46]. Since Strata minimizes firmware write amplification via aligned sequential writes, almost all amplification occurs in software. This has the benefit that it can be
accurately observed and controlled by Strata. For example,
KernelFS can decide to stop digesting from an application if
the incurred write amplification would violate the QoS (specified as per-application I/O bandwidth allocations) of another
application.

3.6

Example

To summarize the design, we walk through an example of
overwriting the first 1 KB of data in an existing, non-shared
file and then reading the first 4 KB.
Open. The application uses the open system call to open
the file. Upon this call, LibFS first checks to see whether the
file exists and whether it can be accessed, by walking all path
components from the root. For each component, it acquires
read leases and checks the directory and inode caches for
cached entries. If a component is not found in a cache, LibFS
finds the inode by number from the inode file located in the
shared area. Assuming the data is in NVM, LibFS will map
the corresponding inode page read-only. The kernel allows
the mapping if the inode is accessible by the user running
the application. LibFS first copies the inode’s content to the
inode cache in DRAM. It then reads the inode (from cache)
to determine the location of the directory by walking the
attached extent tree, storing extent tree entries in the extent
tree cache. Finally, LibFS finds the correct entry within the
directory. The directory entry contains the inode number of
the file, which LibFS resolves in the same manner. The file is
now open, and LibFS allocates a file descriptor.
Write. The application issues the write system call to
write 1 KB to the beginning of the file. LibFS wraps the system call in a Strata transaction and requests a write lease for
the corresponding inode. No other processes are accessing
the file, so the kernel grants the lease. The Strata transaction
can commit and LibFS appends the write request, including
payload to the update log, checks the file data cache for invalidation, and updates the corresponding block in the update
log pointers with addresses of the update log. The write is
complete.
Read. The application issues a pread system call to read
the first 4 KB from the file. Like the write case, LibFS first
tries to obtain a read lease, waiting until KernelFS grants the
read lease. LibFS first searches the file data cache with offset
0 and finds that the block is not in the cache (invalidated by
the write above). Then, it searches the update log pointers
with offset 0, finding a block in the update log. However, the
update log does not contain the entire 4 KB (it has a 1 KB
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partial update). In that case, LibFS first finds the 4 KB block
of the file by walking the extent tree at each layer from the
inode. It finds the block in the SSD. To read it, it requests a
new NVMe namespace for the block, which the kernel creates
on the fly. This allows LibFS to read the block bypassing the
kernel. LibFS allocates a file data cache entry (at the head
of LRU list), reads the block into the cache entry, patches it
with the update from the update log. LibFS can now return
the complete block from the file data cache to the user.
Close. The application closes the file. At this point, LibFS
relinquishes the lease to the KernelFS (if it still has it).
Digest. At a later point, the kernel digests the update log
contents. It reads the same 4KB block from the SSD, patches
the block with the 1 KB update from the log, and writes the
complete block to a new location in NVM (the block was
recently used). Next, it updates the extent tree nodes to point
to the new location by first reading them from the appropriate
layers and then writing them to NVM. Finally, it updates the
inode containing the extent tree root pointer in NVM. The
digest is done and LibFS garbage collects the update log entry.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented Strata from scratch, using Intel’s Storage Performance Development Kit (SPDK) [30] for fast access to NVMe SSDs bypassing the Linux kernel and Intel’s
libpmem [10] to persist data to emulated NVM using nontemporal writes to avoid polluting the processor cache and
the appropriate sequence of store fence and cache flush to
guarantee persistence [54] (our testbed does not support the
optimized CLWB instruction, so libpmem uses CLFLUSH to
flush the cache to NVM). We also use the extent tree implementation of the EXT4 [35] file system and modified it for
log-structured update.
Our prototype of Strata is implemented in 21,255 lines
of C code. Shared data structures, such as lists, trees, and
hash tables, account for 4,201 lines. LibFS has 10,131 and
KernelFS has 6,923 lines of code. The main functionality
in LibFS is writing to the update log. In KernelFS it is the
extent tree update code and code for data migration. On top
of Strata’s low-level API, we implement a POSIX system call
interposition layer. To do so, we modify glibc to intercept
each storage-related system call at user-level and invoke the
corresponding LibFS version of the call. The interposition
layer is implemented in 1,821 lines of C code.
Our prototype is able to execute a wide range of applications. Strata successfully completes all 201 unit tests of
the LevelDB key-value store test suite, as well as all tests in
Filebench.
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4.1

Limitations

Our current prototype has a few limitations, which we describe here. None of them impact our evaluation.
Kernel. Instead of loading our kernel module into the kernel’s address space, we have placed it in a separate process
and use the sockets interface to communicate “system calls”
between LibFS and KernelFS. This results in higher overhead
for system calls in Strata due to the required context switches.
However, we believe the impact to be small, as a design goal
of Strata is to minimize kernel-level system calls.
Leases. Leases are not fully implemented. We have evaluated their overhead, especially worst case performance (§3.4),
but the prototype does not implement directory consistency,
for example. Our benchmarks do not stress fine-grained concurrent sharing that would make lease performance relevant.
Memory mapped files. We did not implement memory
mapped files because they are not used by our target applications. Memory mapped files increase write amplification for
applications with small random writes. The hardware memory translation system is responsible for tracking updates to
memory mapped files via dirty bits that are available only at a
page granularity. A page is thus the smallest write unit. This
is a general problem for memory mapped files, in particular
as page sizes grow.
The common case of read-only mappings or writable private mappings are easy to accommodate in Strata. NVM
pages can be mapped into a process’ address space just as current OSes map page cache pages. The difficulty with shared
writable mappings is their requirement that writes into memory are visible to other processes mapping the file. If writes
must be immediately visible, Strata cannot do any user-level
buffering and logging, but if writes can be delayed, Strata can
buffer (and log) updates. On msync, LibFS writes updates
(pages on which the dirty bit is set) to the log, and they are
visible to other processes after digesting.
Fault tolerance. Strata currently does not contain any redundancy to compensate for storage device failures. Because
it stores data across several devices, its mean time to data
loss (MTTDL) will be the minimum of all devices. It remains
future work to apply distributed reliability techniques to improve MTTDL in Strata [20, 29]. With Strata it is also not
safe to remove individual storage devices from a powered
down machine, without advance warning.

5

EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance and isolation properties of Strata.
To put the performance of Strata into context, we compare
it to a variety of purpose-built file systems for each storage
layer. For NVM, we compare with the Linux EXT4-DAX [1]
file system in its default ordered data mode, as well as to
PMFS [25] and NOVA [52]. On the SSD, we compare to
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F2FS [32]. On the HDD, we compare to EXT4 [35], also in
ordered data mode. Ordered mode is the Linux default for
EXT4 because it provides the best tradeoff between performance and crash consistency.
To evaluate the data management and migration capabilities of Strata, we compare it to a user-space framework that
migrates files among layers without being integrated into the
file system, as well as to a block-level two-layer cache provided by Linux’s logical volume manager (LVM) [8]. The
user-space management framework uses the NOVA, F2FS,
and EXT4 file systems for the NVM, SSD, and HDD layers,
respectively.The LVM cache uses the NVM and SSD layers,
with a single F2FS file system formatted on top.
We seek to answer the following questions using our experimental evaluation.
• How efficient is Strata when logging to NVM and digesting
to a storage layer? How does it compare to file systems
designed for and operating on a single layer?
• How do common applications perform using Strata? How
does performance compare on other file systems?
• How well does Strata perform when managing data across
layers, compared to solutions above (at user-level) and
below the file system (at the block layer)?
• What is the multicore scalability of Strata? How does it
compare to other file systems?
• How isolated are multiple tenants when sharing Strata, compared to other file systems?

emulates this latency on all NVM reads by adding the latency
differential to a DRAM read. In reality, read latency would be
incurred only on a cache miss, but (like other studies) we do
not emulate this behavior (making our model conservative).
Due to write-back caching, writes do not have a direct latency
cost as they reside in the cache. The study investigates the
cost of a write barrier (e.g., Intel’s PCOMMIT instruction)
which ensures that flushed data does not remain in volatile
buffers within the memory controller. Intel deprecated this
write barrier from the x86 architecture [44], instead requiring
NVM controllers to be part of the system’s power-fail safe persistence domain. Data flushed from the cache are guaranteed
to be made persistent on a power fail due to on-chip capacitors. Thus, our model does not require write barriers and
their attendant (non-trivial) latency. Strata uses the mandatory fences and cache flush to enforce ordering, incurring
that cost. Finally, NVM is bandwidth-limited compared to
DRAM by an estimated ratio of 18 . Our performance model
tracks NVM bandwidth use and if a workload hits the device’s
bandwidth limit, the model applies a bandwidth-modeling deb /DRAMb )
lay B = σ ×(1−NVM
, with σ the size of the write
NVMb
IO in bytes, NVMb the NVM bandwidth, and DRAMb the
DRAM bandwidth. The emulator resets the bandwidth limit
every 10ms, which provided stable performance in a sensitivity study. With NVMb = 18 , we measure stable peak NVM
DRAMb
bandwidth of 7.8GB/s as shown in Table 1.

Testbed. Our experimental testbed consists of 2 × Intel
Xeon E5-2640 CPU, 64 GB DDR3 RAM, 400 GB Intel 750
PCIe-SSD, 1 TB Seagate hard-disk, and a 40 GbE Mellanox
MT27500 Infiniband network card. All experiments are performed on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and Linux kernel 4.8.12. We
reserve 36 GB of DRAM to emulate NVM and leave the
remaining 28 GB as DRAM. The other devices are used to
capacity. Strata reserves 1 GB of write-only log area for each
running application within NVM, the rest is dedicated to the
shared area. To benefit from overlapping operations, LibFS
starts a digest when its update log is 30% full. This value
provided a good balance between digest overlap and log coalescing opportunities in a sensitivity study we conducted. All
experiments involving network communication bypass the
kernel using the rsockets [13] library.

5.1

NVM emulation. To emulate the performance characteristics of non-volatile memory, we have implemented a software
layer that uses DRAM but delays memory accesses and limits
memory bandwidth to that of NVM. The emulation implements an NVM performance model according to a recent
study [54] (we could not obtain the PMEP hardware emulator
used in the study).
The study predicts that NVM read latencies will be higher
than DRAM. As done in NOVA and other studies, our model

Microbenchmarks

Hardware IO performance. To ensure that no other resource in our testbed system is a bottleneck, we first measure
the achievable IO latency and throughput for each memory
technology contained in our testbed server using sequential
IO. The measured hardware IO performance matches the hardware specifications of the corresponding device (see Table 1).
We measure DRAM using a popular memory bandwidth measuring tool [5]. The reported NVM performance is in line
with our NVM performance model.
File system write efficiency. Write amplification is a major
factor in a file system’s common case performance. Most
file systems amplify writes by writing meta-data in addition
to user data, lowering their write efficiency (defined as the
inverse of write amplification). For example, if a program
writes and syncs 2 KB of data and the file system updates and
writes a 4 KB data block and a 4 KB metadata block, then the
write amplification is 4 and the write efficiency is 25%.
Figure 2 shows write efficiency for Zipfian (s = 1) random writes until a total of 1 MB has been written. We can
see that for small writes (≤ 1 KB), write efficiency suffers
substantially for most file systems. Strata achieves the highest
write efficiency among all file systems regardless of write
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uses per-core logs and operation commutativity properties to
improve multicore file system scalability. Strata can leverage
these same techniques to improve scalability if needed.
Multi-layer block stores. Various efforts have studied the
use of caching among different storage technologies. Strata
leverages similar ideas, in the context of a read-write file system. Operating with a file system API allows us to support,
and requires us to handle, a broader class of application access patterns. For example, RIPQ [46] is a novel caching layer
that minimizes write amplification when using local SSD as
a read-only cache for remote photo storage. FlashStore [24]
is a key-value store designed to use SSD as a fast cache between DRAM and HDD, similarly minimizing the number
of reads/writes done to SSD. Nitro [33] is an SSD caching
system that uses data deduplication and compression to increase capacity. Dropbox built a general-purpose file system
that uses Amazon S3 for data blocks, but keeps metadata in
SSD/DRAM [36]; technical details on its operation are not
public. RAMcloud [40] uses disk as a back up for data in
replicated DRAM. It applies log structure to both DRAM and
disk [45], achieving higher DRAM utilization.
NVM/SSD optimized block storage/file systems. Much
recent work proposes specialized storage solutions for emerging non-volatile memory technologies. BPFS [22] is a file system for non-volatile memory that uses an optimized shadowpaging technique for crash consistency. PMFS [25] explores
how to best exploit existing memory hardware to make efficient use of persistent byte-addressable memory. EXT4DAX [1] extends the Linux EXT4 file system to allow direct
mapping of NVM, bypassing the buffer cache. Aerie [50] is an
NVM file system that also provides direct access for file data
IO, using a user-level lease for NVM updates. Unlike Strata,
none of these file systems provide synchronous persistence
semantics, as they require system calls for metadata operations. Only NOVA [52] goes one step further and uses a novel
per-inode log-structured file system to provide synchronous
file system semantics on NVM, but requires system calls for
every operation. F2FS [32] is a SSD-optimized log-structured
file system that sorts data to reduce file system write amplification; lacking NVM, it does not provide efficient synchronous
semantics. Decibel [37] is a block-level virtualization layer
that isolates tenants accessing shared SSDs by observing
and controlling their device request queues. Strata generalizes these ideas to provide direct and performance-isolated
access to NVM for both meta-data and data IO using a perapplication update log, along with providing efficient support
for much larger SSD and HDD storage regions. Strata also
coalesces logs to minimize write amplification, which is new
compared to these existing systems.
Managed storage designs. All storage hardware technologies require a certain level of software management to achieve
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good performance. Classic examples include elevator scheduling [6] and log-structured file systems [16]. Modern examples
include log-structured merge trees [39] (LSM-trees) and B ϵ trees, used by various storage systems [34, 43, 53]. All of
these systems rely on a particular layout of the stored data to
optimize read or write performance or (in the case of LSMtrees) both. Unlike all of these systems, Strata specializes its
data representation to different storage layers, changing the
correctness and performance properties on a per-device basis.
Strong consistency. A number of approaches propose to
redesign the file system interface to provide stronger consistency guarantees for slow devices. Rethink the sync [38]
proposes the concept of external synchrony, whereby all file
system operations are internally (to the application) asynchronous. The OS tracks when file system operations become
externally visible (to the user) and synchronizes operations at
this point, allowing it to batch them. Optimistic crash consistency [21] introduces a new API to separate ordering of file
system operations from their persistence, enabling file system crash consistency with asynchronous operations. Strata
instead leverages fast persistence in NVM to provide ordered
and atomic operations.

7

CONCLUSION

Trends in storage hardware encourage a multi-layer storage
topology spanning multiple orders of magnitude in cost and
performance. File systems should manage these multiple storage layers to provide advanced functionality like efficient
small writes, synchronous semantics, and strong QoS guarantees.
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